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The Oceans Eelco Rohling 2020-07-14 The 4.4-billion-year history of the oceans and their role in Earth's climate system It has often been said that we know more about the moon than we do about our own oceans. In fact, we
know a great deal more about the oceans than many people realize. Scientists know that our actions today are shaping the oceans and climate of tomorrow—and that if we continue to act recklessly, the consequences will be
dire. Eelco Rohling traces the 4.4-billion-year history of Earth's oceans while also shedding light on the critical role they play in our planet's climate system. This timely and accessible book explores the close interrelationships of
the oceans, climate, solid Earth processes, and life, using the context of Earth and ocean history to provide perspective on humankind's impacts on the health and habitability of our planet.
New Research Opportunities in the Earth Sciences National Research Council 2012-04-26 The 2001 National Research Council (NRC) report Basic Research Opportunities in Earth Science (BROES) described how basic
research in the Earth sciences serves ﬁve national imperatives: (1) discovery, use, and conservation of natural resources; (2) characterization and mitigation of natural hazards; (3) geotechnical support of commercial and
infrastructure development; (4) stewardship of the environment; and (5) terrestrial surveillance for global security and national defense. This perspective is even more pressing today, and will persist into the future, with evergrowing emphasis. Today's world-with headlines dominated by issues involving fossil fuel and water resources, earthquake and tsunami disasters claiming hundreds of thousands of lives and causing hundreds of billions of dollars
in damages, profound environmental changes associated with the evolving climate system, and nuclear weapons proliferation and testing-has many urgent societal issues that need to be informed by sound understanding of the
Earth sciences. A national strategy to sustain basic research and training of expertise across the full spectrum of the Earth sciences is motivated by these national imperatives. New Research Opportunities in the Earth Sciences
identiﬁes new and emerging research opportunities in the Earth sciences over the next decade, including surface and deep Earth processes and interdisciplinary research with ﬁelds such as ocean and atmospheric sciences,
biology, engineering, computer science, and social and behavioral sciences. The report also identiﬁes key instrumentation and facilities needed to support these new and emerging research opportunities. The report describes
opportunities for increased cooperation in these new and emerging areas between EAR and other government agency programs, industry, and international programs, and suggests new ways that EAR can help train the next
generation of Earth scientists, support young investigators, and increase the participation of underrepresented groups in the ﬁeld.
Life in the Universe, 5th Edition Jeﬀrey Bennett 2022-05-31 The world’s leading textbook on astrobiology—ideal for an introductory one-semester course and now fully revised and updated Are we alone in the cosmos? How are
scientists seeking signs of life beyond our home planet? Could we colonize other planets, moons, or even other star systems? This introductory textbook, written by a team of four renowned science communicators, educators, and
researchers, tells the amazing story of how modern science is seeking the answers to these and other fascinating questions. They are the questions that are at the heart of the highly interdisciplinary ﬁeld of astrobiology, the
study of life in the universe. Written in an accessible, conversational style for anyone intrigued by the possibilities of life in the solar system and beyond, Life in the Universe is an ideal place to start learning about the latest
discoveries and unsolved mysteries in the ﬁeld. From the most recent missions to Saturn’s moons and our neighboring planet Mars to revolutionary discoveries of thousands of exoplanets, from the puzzle of life’s beginning on
Earth to the latest eﬀorts in the search for intelligent life elsewhere, this book captures the imagination and enriches the reader’s understanding of how astronomers, planetary scientists, biologists, and other scientists make
progress at the cutting edge of this dynamic ﬁeld. Enriched with a wealth of engaging features, this textbook brings any citizen of the cosmos up to speed with the scientiﬁc quest to discover whether we are alone or part of a
universe full of life. An acclaimed text designed to inspire students of all backgrounds to explore foundational questions about life in the cosmos Completely revised and updated to include the latest developments in the ﬁeld,
including recent exploratory space missions to Mars, frontier exoplanet science, research on the origin of life on Earth, and more Enriched with helpful learning aids, including in-chapter Think about It questions, optional Do the
Math and Special Topic boxes, Movie Madness boxes, end-of-chapter exercises and problems, quick quizzes, and much more Supported by instructor’s resources, including an illustration package and test bank, available upon
request
New Views on an Old Planet T. H. Van Andel 1994-10-28 In this 1994 revised edition of his award-winning book on the Earth's history, Professor van Andel updates and expands his earlier text, drawing on a wealth of new
knowledge that has become available in the last decade. This book examines the major changes in the Earth's history - the evolution of the solid Earth, the changing oceans and atmospheres and the progression of life - to render
a historical account of the Earth's evolution. Much knowledge was gained in the previous decade, and while little material has been deleted, this new edition has grown to cover the key topics, including a chapter on how we can
improve our grasp on geological time. Mindful of the current interest in global change, new sections describe the green-house eﬀect and address its possible future ramiﬁcations. In prose that is both concise and compelling, New
Views on an Old Planet: A History of Global Change makes Earth history appealing to the general reader. It will serve as an excellent text for introductory courses in the earth and environmental sciences.
Earth's Early Atmosphere and Surface Environment George H. Shaw 2014 Nothing provided
The Earth Minoru Ozima 2012-04-12 An accessible exploration of Earth's evolution and the underlying physical and chemical principles, for students, professionals and general readers.
Atmosphere, Earth and Life Peter Francis 1997 Investigates the evolution of the Earth's atmosphere from its initial condition devoid of oxygen and rich in carbon dioxide, to its present breathable state, with plenty of oxygen.
Discusses whether the change was continuous and regular, or intermittent and variable, as well as the extent to which atmospheric and biological evolution are linked.Pack includes book and bookmark.
Intraseasonal Variability in the Atmosphere-Ocean Climate System William K.-M. Lau 2011-10-25 Improving the reliability of long-range forecasts of natural disasters, such as severe weather, droughts and ﬂoods, in North
America, South America, Africa and the Asian/Australasian monsoon regions is of vital importance to the livelihood of millions of people who are aﬀected by these events. In recent years the signiﬁcance of major short-term
climatic variability, and events such as the El Nino/Southern Oscillation in the Paciﬁc, with its worldwide eﬀect on rainfall patterns, has been all to clearly demonstrated. Understanding and predicting the intra-seasonal variability
(ISV) of the ocean and atmosphere is crucial to improving long range environmental forecasts and the reliability of climate change projects through climate models. In the second edition of this classic book on the subject, the
authors have updated the original chapters, where appropriate, and added a new chapter that includes short subjects representing substantial new development in ISV research since the publication of the ﬁrst edition.
Prebiotic Evolution and Astrobiology J. Tze-Fei Wong 2009-05-01 With the accelerating pace of genomic analysis and space exploration, the ﬁeld of prebiotic evolution and astrobiology is poised for a century of unprecedented
advances ahead, and there is a need for textbooks for students. The authors of this book, aware of the diﬃculty of covering the multifaceted subject by any single author, have decided to
Astrobiology Akihiko Yamagishi 2019-02-27 This book provides concise and cutting-edge reviews in astrobiology, a young and still emerging multidisciplinary ﬁeld of science that addresses the fundamental questions of how life
originated and diversiﬁed on Earth, whether life exists beyond Earth, and what is the future for life on Earth. Readers will ﬁnd coverage of the latest understanding of a wide range of fascinating topics, including, for example, solar
system formation, the origins of life, the history of Earth as revealed by geology, the evolution of intelligence on Earth, the implications of genome data, insights from extremophile research, and the possible existence of life on
other planets within and beyond the solar system. Each chapter contains a brief summary of the current status of the topic under discussion, suﬃcient references to enable more detailed study, and descriptions of recent ﬁndings
and forthcoming missions or anticipated research. Written by leading experts in astronomy, planetary science, geoscience, chemistry, biology, and physics, this insightful and thought-provoking book will appeal to all students and
scientists who are interested in life and space.
Regents Earth Science--Physical Setting Power Pack Revised Edition Edward J. Denecke 2021-01-05 Barron’s two-book Regents Earth Science--Physical Setting Power Pack provides comprehensive review, actual
administered exams, and practice questions to help students prepare for the Physical Setting/Earth Science Regents exam. This edition includes: Three actual Regents exams online Regents Exams and Answers: Earth Science
Five actual, administered Regents exams so students have the practice they need to prepare for the test Review questions grouped by topic, to help refresh skills learned in class Thorough explanations for all answers Score
analysis charts to help identify strengths and weaknesses Study tips and test-taking strategies Let's Review Regents: Earth Science Extensive review of all topics on the test Extra practice questions with answers One actual
Regents exam
Evolution of the Earth David Stevenson 2010-05-18 Evolution of the Earth focuses on the formation of Earth. Topics include the diﬀerention of the core, mantle and crust; the formation of the ocean basins and continents;
outgassing and volcanism; the initiation of plate tectonics, the origin and persistence of Earth's magnetic ﬁeld; the growth of the inner core; changes in mantle convection through time; and the impact of life on the planet. The
volume takes an interdisciplinary viewpoint that emphasizes the interplay of geophysics, other aspects of earth science and biological evolution. Some outstanding questions are identiﬁed and debated. Self-contained volume
starts with an overview of the subject then explores each topic with in depth detail Extensive reference lists and cross references with other volumes to facilitate further research Full-color ﬁgures and tables support the text and
aid in understanding Content suited for both the expert and non-expert
Regents Exams and Answers: Earth Science--Physical Setting Revised Edition Edward J. Denecke 2021-01-05 Barron’s Regents Exams and Answers: Earth Science--Physical Setting provides essential review for students
taking the Earth Science Regents, including actual exams administered for the course, thorough answer explanations, and comprehensive review of all topics. All Regents test dates for 2020 have been canceled. Currently the
State Education Department of New York has released tentative test dates for the 2021 Regents. The dates are set for January 26-29, 2021, June 15-25, 2021, and August 12-13th. This edition features: Five actual, administered
Regents exams so students have the practice they need to prepare for the test Review questions grouped by topic, to help refresh skills learned in class Thorough explanations for all answers Score analysis charts to help identify
strengths and weaknesses Study tips and test-taking strategies Looking for additional practice and review? Check out Barron’s Earth Science--Physical Setting Power Pack two-volume set, which includes Let’s Review Regents:
Earth Science--Physical Setting in addition to the Regents Exams and Answers: Earth Science--Physical Setting book.
Mysterious Ocean Peter Townsend Harris 2019-06-12 This book provides an introduction to ocean sciences that is engaging, evocative and accessible to non-experts interested in marine geoscience, while sparking readers'
interest in important unsolved mysteries in marine science. The scope of the book is quite broad, but focuses on the physical ocean and its geological evolution, including the author's experiences working as an oceanographer
over the last thirty years. Across ten chapters, the book traces the origins of the ocean from its formation 4 billion years ago, reviews the discoveries of the theory of plate tectonics, the ice ages and the great ocean conveyor, and
discusses seaﬂoor features (canyons, seamounts, trenches, abyssal plains, etc.), how they formed and their current environmental issues. The book concludes with a prognosis for the future ocean we might expect with global
climate change and other human impacts.
Earth's Oldest Rocks Martin J. Van Kranendonk 2018-09-26 Earth’s Oldest Rocks, Second Edition, is the only single reference source for geological research of early Earth. This new edition is an up-to-date collection of scientiﬁc
articles on all aspects of the early history of the Earth, from planetary accretion at 4.567 billion years ago (Ga), to the onset of modern-style plate tectonics at 3.2 Ga. Since the ﬁrst edition was published, signiﬁcant new advances
have been made in our understanding of events and processes on early Earth that correspond with new advances in technology. The book includes contributions from over 100 authors, all of whom are experts in their respective
ﬁelds. The research in this reference concentrates on what is directly gleaned from the existing rock record to understand how our planet formed and evolved during the planetary accretion phase, formation of the ﬁrst crust, the
changing dynamics of the mantle and style of tectonics, life’s foothold and early development, and mineral deposits. It is an ideal resource for academics, students and the general public alike. Advances in early Earth research
since 2007 based primarily on evidence gleaned directly from the rock record More than 50% of the chapters in this edition are new and the rest of the chapters are revised from the ﬁrst edition, with more than 700 pages of new
material Comprehensive reviews of areas of ancient lithosphere from all over the world, and of crust-forming processes New chapters on early solar system materials, composition of the ancient atmosphere-hydrosphere, and
overviews of the oldest evidence of life on Earth, and modeling of early Earth tectonics
Marine Geochemistry Roy Chester 2012-08-24 Marine Geochemistry oﬀers a fully comprehensive andintegrated treatment of the chemistry of the oceans, theirsediments and biota. The ﬁrst edition of the book received
strongcritical acclaim and was described as ‘a standard text foryears to come.’ This third edition of MarineGeochemistry has been written at a time when the role of theoceans in the Earth System is becoming increasingly
apparent. Following the successful format adopted previously, thisnew edition treats the oceans as a uniﬁed entity, and addressesthe question ‘how do the oceans work as a chemicalsystem?’ To address this question, the text
hasbeen updated to cover recent advances in our understanding oftopics such as the carbon chemistry of the oceans, nutrient cyclingand its eﬀect on marine chemistry, the acidiﬁcation of sea water,and the role of the oceans in
climate change. In addition, theimportance of shelf seas in oceanic cycles has been re-evaluated inthe light of new research. Marine Geochemistry oﬀers both undergraduate andgraduate students and research workers an
integrated approach toone of the most important reservoirs in the Earth System. Additional resources for this book can be found at:
ahref="http://www.wiley.com/go/chester/marinegeochemistry"www.wiley.com/go/chester/marinegeochemistry/a.
Early Earth Systems Hugh R. Rollinson 2009-03-12 Early Earth Systems provides a complete history of the Earth from its beginnings to the end of the Archaean. This journey through the Earth's early history begins with the Earth's
origin, then examines the evolution of the mantle, the origin of the continental crust, the origin and evolution of the Earth's atmosphere and oceans, and ends with the origin of life. Looks at the evidence for the Earth's very early
diﬀerentiation into core, mantle, crust, atmosphere and oceans and how this diﬀerentiation saw extreme interactions within the Earth system. Discusses Archaean Earth processes within the framework of the Earth System
Science paradigm, providing a qualitative assessment of the principal reservoirs and ﬂuxes in the early Earth. “The book would be perfect for a graduate-level or upper level undergraduate course on the early Earth. It will also
serve as a great starting point for researchers in solid-Earth geochemistry who want to know more about the Earth’s early atmosphere and biosphere, and vice versa for low temperature geochemists who want to get a modern
overview of the Earth’s interior.” Geological Magazine, 2008
Regents Exams and Answers: Earth Science--Physical Setting 2020 Edward J. Denecke 2020-04-28 Barron’s Regents Exams and Answers: Earth Science 2020 provides essential review for students taking the Earth Science
Regents, including actual exams administered for the course, thorough answer explanations, and comprehensive review of all topics. This edition features: Five actual, administered Regents exams so students have the practice
they need to prepare for the test Review questions grouped by topic, to help refresh skills learned in class Thorough explanations for all answers Score analysis charts to help identify strengths and weaknesses Study tips and
test-taking strategies Looking for additional practice and review? Check out Barron’s Earth Science Power Pack 2020 two-volume set, which includes Let’s Review Regents: Earth Science 2020 in addition to the Regents Exams and
Answers: Earth Science book.
Evolution of Early Earth's Atmosphere, Hydrosphere, and Biosphere Stephen E. Kesler 2006-01-01 "The history of Earth's early atmosphere, hydrosphere, and biosphere, from Hadean through Proterozoic time, is one of
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geology's enduring puzzles. Ore deposits provide important insights into this history because they contain elements and minerals that are highly sensitive to the geochemical environment in which they form. Just what these
minerals tell us remains a matter of considerable debate, however. When and how did life develop, an oxygen-rich atmosphere form, and sulfate dominate the ocean? This volume contains reports on these questions from both
sides of the aisle for iron and manganese formations, uranium paleoplacers and hydrothermal deposits, and exhalative sulﬁdes and oxides."--Publisher's website.
Biology: The Dynamic Science Peter J. Russell 2020-01-01 This updated Fifth Edition of BIOLOGY: THE DYNAMIC SCIENCE teaches Biology the way scientists practice it by emphasizing and applying science as a process. You
learn not only what scientists know, but how they know it and what they still need to learn. The authors explain complex ideas clearly and describe how biologists collect and interpret evidence to test hypotheses about the living
world. Throughout the learning process, this powerful resource engages students, develops quantitative analysis and mathematical reasoning skills and builds conceptual understanding. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Encyclopedia of Earth and Space Science Timothy M. Kusky 2010 Provides a comprehensive reference for Earth and space sciences, including entries on climate change, stellar evolution, tsunamis, renewable energy options,
and mass wasting.
From the Satellite to the Earth's Surface: Studies Relevant to NASA’s Plankton, Aerosol, Cloud, Ocean Ecosystems (PACE) Mission David Antoine 2020-03-04 Earth’s atmosphere and oceans play individual and interconnected roles
in regulating climate and the hydrological system, supporting organisms and ecosystems, and contributing to the well-being of human communities and economies. Recognizing the importance of these two geophysical ﬂuids,
NASA designed the Plankton, Aerosol, Cloud and ocean Ecosystems (PACE) mission to bring cutting edge technology to space borne measurements of the atmosphere and ocean. PACE will carry the Ocean Color Instrument (OCI),
a radiometer with hyperspectral capability from the ultraviolet through the near-infrared, plus eight discreet shortwave infrared bands. Thus, OCI will measure the broadest solar spectrum of any NASA instrument, to date. PACE’s
second instrument will be a Multi-Angle Polarimeter (MAP). MAP will be NASA’s ﬁrst imaging polarimeter on board a comprehensive Earth science mission. These instruments bring new capability to the science community, but
also new challenges. Fundamentals, such as basic radiative transfer models, require review, enhancements and benchmarking in order to meet the needs of the atmosphereocean communities in the PACE era. Both OCI and MAP
will bring opportunities to continue heritage climate data records of aerosols and clouds and to advance characterization of these atmospheric constituents with new macrophysical and microphysical parameters. The ability to
better characterize atmospheric constituents is a necessity to better separate ocean and atmosphere signals in order to fully realize the potential of PACE measurements for oceanic observations. Atmospheric correction in the
PACE era must address the expanded wavelength range and resolution of OCI images, requiring new approaches that go beyond heritage algorithms. This Research Topic encompasses fundamental radiative transfer studies, with
application to the atmosphere, ocean or coupled atmosphere-ocean system. It includes remote sensing of aerosols, clouds and trace gases, over ocean or over land, but with particular focus on algorithms that take advantage of
OCI’s new capabilities or multi-angle polarimetry. The Research Topic embraces studies of atmospheric correction over ocean including addressing issues of aerosols, cloud masking, foam, bubbles, ice etc., as well as ocean biooptics and biogeochemical studies taking advantage of the PACE and polarization spectral capabilities.
Our Blue Planet Heinz Haber 1969 Describes the origin of the earth, its internal structure, the formation of atmosphere and oceans, and the development of climates.
Climate Process and Change Edward Bryant 1997-10-28 Encompasses the true complexity of climate change, presenting in simple terms, the processs that drive the Earth's present climate system. The author outlines the nature
and reasons for temperature ﬂuctuations over millennia, including recent human-induced climate change.
Thermodynamics of Atmospheres and Oceans Judith A. Curry 1999 Basic Concepts: Composition, Structure, and State. First and Second Laws of Thermodynamics. Transfer Processes. Thermodynamics of Water. Nucleation and
Diﬀusional Growth. Moist Thermodynamics Processes in the Atmosphere. Static Stability of the Atmosphere and Ocean. Cloud Characteristics and Processes. Ocean Surface Exchanges of Heat and Freshwater. Sea, Ice, Snow, and
Glaciers. Thermohaline Processes in the Ocean. Special Topics: Global Energy and Entropy Balances. Thermodynamics Feedbacks in the Climate System. Planetary Atmospheres and Surface Ice. Appendices. Subject Index.
Organic Geochemistry Michael H. Engel 2013-11-11 As this is the ﬁrst general textbook for the ﬁeld published in over twenty years, the editors have taken great care to make sure coverage is comprehensive. Diagenesis of
organic matter, kerogens, exploration for fossil fuels, and many other subjects are discussed in detail to provide faculty and students with a thorough introduction to organic geochemistry.
Climate and the Oceans Geoﬀrey K. Vallis 2011-10-10 The oceans exert a vital moderating inﬂuence on the Earth's climate system. They provide inertia to the global climate, essentially acting as the pacemaker of climate
variability and change, and they provide heat to high latitudes, keeping them habitable. Climate and the Oceans oﬀers a short, self-contained introduction to the subject. This illustrated primer begins by brieﬂy describing the
world's climate system and ocean circulation and goes on to explain the important ways that the oceans inﬂuence climate. Topics covered include the oceans' eﬀects on the seasons, heat transport between equator and pole,
climate variability, and global warming. The book also features a glossary of terms, suggestions for further reading, and easy-to-follow mathematical treatments. Climate and the Oceans is the ﬁrst place to turn to get the
essential facts about this crucial aspect of the Earth's climate system. Ideal for students and nonspecialists alike, this primer oﬀers the most concise and up-to-date overview of the subject available. The best primer on the oceans
and climate Succinct and self-contained Accessible to students and nonspecialists Serves as a bridge to more advanced material
An Ocean of Air Gabrielle Walker 2008 A study of Earth's atmosphere traces a journey of scientiﬁc discovery, from the Renaissance scientist who realized that we live at the bottom of a dense ocean of air, to a well-meaning
inventor who nearly destroys the ozone layer.
Introductory Biophysics: Perspectives on the Living State J. R. Claycomb 2010-04-01 Designed for biology, physics, and medical students, Introductory Biophysics: Perspectives on the Living State, provides a comprehensive
overview of the complex subject of biological physics. The companion CD-ROM (eBook version does not include the CD-ROM), with MATLAB examples and the student version of QuickFieldTM, allows the student to perform
biophysical simulations and modify the textbook example ﬁles. Included in the text are computer simulations of thermodynamics, astrobiology, the response of living cells to external ﬁelds, chaos in population dynamics,
numerical models of evolution, electrical circuit models of cell suspension, gap junctions, and neuronal action potentials. With this text students will be able to perform biophysical simulations within hours. MATLAB examples
include; the Hodgkin Huxley equations; the FitzHugh-Nagumo model of action potentials; fractal structures in biology; chaos in population dynamics; the cellular automaton model (the game of life); pattern formation in reactiondiﬀusion systems. QuickFieldTM tutorials and examples include; calculation of currents in biological tissue; cells under electrical stimulation; induced membrane potentials; heat transfer and analysis of stress in biomaterials.
Excel Senior High School Earth and Environmental Science Raimund R. Pohl 2003
Treatise on Geochemistry 2013-10-19 This extensively updated new edition of the widely acclaimed Treatise on Geochemistry has increased its coverage beyond the wide range of geochemical subject areas in the ﬁrst edition,
with ﬁve new volumes which include: the history of the atmosphere, geochemistry of mineral deposits, archaeology and anthropology, organic geochemistry and analytical geochemistry. In addition, the original Volume 1 on
"Meteorites, Comets, and Planets" was expanded into two separate volumes dealing with meteorites and planets, respectively. These additions increased the number of volumes in the Treatise from 9 to 15 with the
index/appendices volume remaining as the last volume (Volume 16). Each of the original volumes was scrutinized by the appropriate volume editors, with respect to necessary revisions as well as additions and deletions. As a
result, 27% were republished without major changes, 66% were revised and 126 new chapters were added. In a many-faceted ﬁeld such as Geochemistry, explaining and understanding how one sub-ﬁeld relates to another is key.
Instructors will ﬁnd the complete overviews with extensive cross-referencing useful additions to their course packs and students will beneﬁt from the contextual organization of the subject matter Six new volumes added and 66%
updated from 1st edition. The Editors of this work have taken every measure to include the many suggestions received from readers and ensure comprehensiveness of coverage and added value in this 2nd edition The esteemed
Board of Volume Editors and Editors-in-Chief worked cohesively to ensure a uniform and consistent approach to the content, which is an amazing accomplishment for a 15-volume work (16 volumes including index volume)!
Earth's Early Atmosphere and Oceans, and The Origin of Life George H. Shaw 2015-10-07 This book provides a comprehensive treatment of the chemical nature of the Earth’s early surface environment and how that led to
the origin of life. This includes a detailed discussion of the likely process by which life emerged using as much quantitative information as possible. The emergence of life and the prior surface conditions of the Earth have
implications for the evolution of Earth’s surface environment over the following 2-2.5 billion years. The last part of the book discusses how these changes took place and the evidence from the geologic record that supports this
particular version of early and evolving conditions.
The Molecular Origins of Life Andri Brack 1998-12-28 This 199 book reviews discoveries in astronomy, paleontology, biology and chemistry to help us to understand the likely origin of life on Earth.
Dynamics of The Tropical Atmosphere and Oceans Peter J. Webster 2020-05-18 This book presents a unique and comprehensive view of the fundamental dynamical and thermodynamic principles underlying the large
circulations of the coupled ocean-atmosphere system Dynamics of The Tropical Atmosphere and Oceans provides a detailed description of macroscale tropical circulation systems such as the monsoon, the Hadley and Walker
Circulations, El Niño, and the tropical ocean warm pool. These macroscale circulations interact with a myriad of higher frequency systems, ranging from convective cloud systems to migrating equatorial waves that attend the lowfrequency background ﬂow. Towards understanding and predicting these circulation systems. A comprehensive overview of the dynamics and thermodynamics of large-scale tropical atmosphere and oceans is presented using
both a “reductionist” and “holistic” perspectives of the coupled tropical system. The reductionist perspective provides a detailed description of the individual elements of the ocean and atmospheric circulations. The physical
nature of each component of the tropical circulation such as the Hadley and Walker circulations, the monsoon, the incursion of extratropical phenomena into the tropics, precipitation distributions, equatorial waves and
disturbances described in detail. The holistic perspective provides a physical description of how the collection of the individual components produces the observed tropical weather and climate. How the collective tropical
processes determine the tropical circulation and their role in global weather and climate is provided in a series of overlapping theoretical and modelling constructs. The structure of the book follows a graduated framework.
Following a detailed description of tropical phenomenology, the reader is introduced to dynamical and thermodynamical constraints that guide the planetary climate and establish a critical role for the tropics. Equatorial wave
theory is developed for simple and complex background ﬂows, including the critical role played by moist processes. The manner in which the tropics and the extratropics interact is then described, followed by a discussion of the
physics behind the subtropical and near-equatorial precipitation including arid regions. The El Niño phenomena and the monsoon circulations are discussed, including their covariance and predictability. Finally, the changing
structure of the tropics is discussed in terms of the extent of the tropical ocean warm pool and its relationship to the intensity of global convection and climate change. Dynamics of the Tropical Atmosphere and Oceans is aimed
at advanced undergraduate and early career graduate students. It also serves as an excellent general reference book for scientists interested in tropical circulations and their relationship with the broader climate system.
The Human Condition Stefan Wurm 2020-03-10 Over a very short period, only a few hundred years, our understanding of the cosmos, our planet Earth, the evolution of life on it, and the beginnings of our very own human
endeavor have radically changed. These revolutions in science and technology have dramatically altered our societies in many ways. For quite some time it seemed as if our planets resources were unlimited. Today we know that
this is not the case. Human civilizations are shaping our planets future in ways that have profound consequences for all other life on Earth as well as for us. We need to reﬂect broadly on what deﬁnes our human condition if we
wish our societies to be successful in navigating a future that cannot be just ours but must include the broad diversity of life on Earth without which humankind will not survive. This book tells the story of how we discovered the
universe, how we learned about our planet and the life evolving on it, how humanity emerged from pre-history, and what some of the future of our civilizations could hold.
Origin and Evolution of Earth National Research Council 2008-08-04 Questions about the origin and nature of Earth and the life on it have long preoccupied human thought and the scientiﬁc endeavor. Deciphering the planet's
history and processes could improve the ability to predict catastrophes like earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, to manage Earth's resources, and to anticipate changes in climate and geologic processes. At the request of the
U.S. Department of Energy, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, National Science Foundation, and U.S. Geological Survey, the National Research Council assembled a committee to propose and explore grand questions
in geological and planetary science. This book captures, in a series of questions, the essential scientiﬁc challenges that constitute the frontier of Earth science at the start of the 21st century.
The Chemical Evolution of the Atmosphere and Oceans Heinrich D. Holland 2020-10-06 In this ﬁrst full-scale attempt to reconstruct the chemical evolution of the Earth's atmosphere and oceans, Heinrich Holland assembles data
from a wide spectrum of ﬁelds to trace the history of the ocean-atmosphere system. A pioneer in an increasingly important area of scholarship, he presents a comprehensive treatment of knowledge on this subject, provides an
extensive bibliography, and outlines problems and approaches for further research. The ﬁrst four chapters deal with the turbulent ﬁrst half billion years of Earth history. The next four chapters, devoted largely to the Earth from
3.9 to 0.6 b.y.b.p., demonstrate that changes in the atmosphere and oceans during this period were not dramatic. The last chapter of the book deals with the Phanerozoic Eon; although the isotopic composition of sulfur and
strontium in seawater varied greatly during this period of Earth history, the chemical composition of seawater did not.
Global Warming Dr. P. D. Hegde 2021-09-11 Global warming is the rising average temperature of Earth's atmosphere and oceans since the late 19th century and its projected continuation. Since the early 20th century, Earth's
average surface temperature has increased by about 0.8 °C (1.4 °F), with about two-thirds of the increase occurring since 1980. The warming of the climate system is unequivocal, and scientists are more than 90% certain that
most of it is caused by increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases produced by human activities such as deforestation and the burning of fossil fuels. A serious and dangerous problem facing all mankind is global warming. If
you love your planet and want to save it for future generations, it is important one learns how to stop global warming.
The Origin and Evolution of Atmospheres and Oceans Peter J. Brancazio 1964
Hydrodynamics of Oceans and Atmospheres Carl Eckart 2015-08-11 Hydrodynamics of Oceans and Atmospheres is a systematic account of the hydrodynamics of oceans and atmospheres. Topics covered range from the
thermodynamic functions of an ideal gas and the thermodynamic coeﬃcients for water to steady motions, the isothermal atmosphere, the thermocline, and the thermosphere. Perturbation equations, ﬁeld equations, residual
equations, and a general theory of rays are also presented. This book is comprised of 17 chapters and begins with an introduction to the basic equations and their solutions, with the aim of illustrating the laws of dynamics. The
nonlinear equations of thermodynamics and hydrodynamics are analyzed using the methods of perturbation theory, with emphasis on the zero-order solution; zero-order states of an ideal gas; the ﬁrst-order equations; the
additive barotropic terms; and boundary conditions. The following chapters focus on the steady component of atmospheric pressure; free steady motion with or without rotation; ﬁeld equations and general theorems relating to
such equations; and the stratiﬁcation of the Earth's atmosphere, oceans, and lakes. The next two chapters present calculations concerning the isothermal atmosphere, with particular reference to plane level surfaces with or
without rotation. The ﬁnal chapter looks at spherical level surfaces with rotation. This monograph will be of interest to physicists, oceanographers, atmospheric scientists, and meteorologists.
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